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Memory and Physiological Basis of Gender Variations

Abstract

Memory is our ability to encode, store, retain and subsequently recall information and past experiences
in the human brain. In order to process and store memory, first it has to be ‘fed’ with bits and pieces of
information, most of which are sourced from auditory and visual bodily facilities. Memory is of two types:
short term memory and long term memory. Hippocampus is responsible for immediate memory and for
selecting the experiences which need to be transferred to the long term memory.
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Introduction

Memory is our ability to encode, store, retain and
subsequently recall information and past experiences
in the human brain [1]. In order to process and store
memory, first it has to be ‘fed’ with bits and pieces of
information, most of which are sourced from auditory
and visual bodily facilities [2]. Memory is of two types:
short term memory and long term memory.
Hippocampus is responsible for immediate memory
and for selecting the experiences which need to be
transferred to the long- term memory [3].

Short term and Long term Memory

Short term memory can be defined as an initial
memory buffer that allows us to hold a few units of
information for a short period of time while we
determine their importance [4]. Short term memory is
limited in capacity which could vary in time from
seconds to minutes and readily available to conscious
awareness. Because of the limited capacity of short
term memory, it may work better to rapidly combine
the related pieces of information into larger units
based on similarities, differences or other patterns

this combining process is called chunking and it is
important to make short term memory work more
effectively [5].

The fundamental difference between short term
and long term memory is that, short term memory
involves merely modulation of synaptic transmission
by modification of pre-existing proteins. On the other
hand, long term memory involves formation of new
synaptic connection and synthesis of new protein.
The link between short term memory and long term
memory, at least in some cases, is cyclic AMP, which
can induce only modification of existing proteins in
a short time, but if elevation of cyclic AMP is
persistent, it can phosphorylate transcriptional
regulator proteins, and thereby influence synthesis
of new proteins [3].

Short memory is an example of how the brain
processes information differently when it is either
received through visual stimuli or through auditory
stimuli, which are both sensory processes [6]. What
we hear and see enters our consciousness and are
either accepted or disregarded. Thus accepted
information is processed in the brain and stored as
memory. Disregarded information is soon forgotten.
There are also certain factors that affect auditory and
visual memory such as hearing and visual
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impairments, emotional and physical conditions. To
ensure that the brain is effective in processing
information, it is important that it has the capability
to hold specific pieces of data and information and
view it as a whole. It must do this by arranging the
information into a particular order. Once this order
is established, the brain can then form associations
between certain elements, piece them together and
form a complete memory out of the auditory and
visual memories it processes [2].

Short term memory is formed by both auditory and
visual information but cortex can process more
auditory than visual information at one time,
especially when broken into manageable “chunks”
thus in the short term memory, auditory information
plays a more important role than visual information.
Although we usually remember only about seven
items in the short term, we can remember longer
strings of information, such as telephone or social
security numbers, by breaking them into chunks. The
way that different sensations are recorded in the
brain makes the most difference in how short term
memories are formed. Visual data, sensed by the eyes,
must be processed by the visual cortex before it is
stored in memory and auditory data sensed by the
ears and processed by the auditory cortex. Short term
memories form largely in the prefrontal cerebral
cortex, an area of the brain that continues to process
information such as image and speech [7].

Gender and Memory

On the basis of various theories to determine which
gender has better short term memory or better capacity
to retain recent events; many conclusions are being
contemplated. Intellectually, genders seem to be fairly
equal; however, cognitive abilities differ greatly
among males and females. Because thought
processes occur in the brain, it is not surprising that
males and females could differ how they process
information. The men have better short term memory
for certain instances such as logical manoeuvres like
direction, electronic circuitry, mathematical
reasoning and navigation etc [8].

Women, on average, excel on tests that measure
recall of words and on tests that challenge the person
to find words that begin with a specific letter or fulfil
some other constraint. They also tend to be better
than men at rapidly identifying matching items and
performing certain precision manual tasks, such as
placing pegs in designated holes on a board. Whereas
women perform better than men in both verbal
memory and verbal fluency we find a large difference
in memory [9].
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